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| Product Overview



• iolite's interactive data display allows rapid browsing of different data segments,

enabling effective detection and treatment of outliers.

• The simultaneous multi–element view provides the user with a powerful and flexible

tool for comparing data and finding common characteristics among elements (Fig. 1).

• iolite gives users multiple options for displaying results: summary stats, X-Y plot,

stacked plot, and table view (Fig. 2).

• Create compositional maps that show the distribution of

elements accross the sample surface (Fig. 6).

• Scale, resize, rotate and smooth the images, as well as

customise their appearance using a number of predefined

color schemes.

• The Cellspace module uses laser log data to create

compositional maps and provides the option to overlay

them onto referenced images of a sample (Fig. 7).

• Data scaling options include: linear, logarithmic and

empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF).

iolite supports a wide range of instruments and is optimised

to treat large data sets. iolite's unique smart features include:

• Straightforward data import.

• Easy addition of new reference material information.

• Best available U-Pb data correction algorithms, including

advanced downhole fractionation models (Fig. 3).

• Automatic selections using laser log files, signal intensity

and data file information.

• Linked selections option, which ensures that only good

data is selected, thus avoiding the effects of sample

heterogeneities (Fig. 4).

• Processing Templates, which allow the automation of the

data reduction process (Fig. 5).

• Various formats for exporting results ensuring compatibility

with Microsoft Excel™ and other software packages.

Customised solutions and online or tailored in-house training are available on request.

iolite is the leading software for

processing of time-resolved mass

spectrometry data. It uses the full

capabilities of Igor Pro, including

advanced data analysis tools, extensive

graphing and imaging power, and

efficient handling of large data sets.

Iolite's interactive interface and

automatic features allow users to save

significant amount of data-processing

time while guaranteeing high

reproducibility and accuracy.

• iolite's approach to data processing has been widely tested and is trusted by researchers

around the world.

• Open access and fully customisable data reduction schemes guarantee data integrity

while allowing the user to develop customised applications to match specific needs.

• Our collaborative approach to developing our methods in conjunction with the scientific

community means we actively advance best data–handling practices and offer full support

to our end users.

Robust and well-tested

IOLITE HAS BEEN AROUND FOR MORE THAN

10 YEARS

Outstanding data visualisation

VISUALLY EXPLORE, ANALYSE AND DISCOVER PATTERNS

WITHIN YOUR TIME–RESOLVED DATA

Enhanced imaging features

IOLITE IS AT THE FOREFRONT OF INNOVATION IN

ELEMENTAL IMAGING BY LA-ICP-MS

Cutting edge solutions

GET THE MOST OF YOUR DATA USING IOLITE'S

POWERFUL FEATURES
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